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The term “autism” comes from the Greek „autos” meaning “oneself” and 

was initially used to describe extreme social withdrawal, which was common for 

the psychiatric disorders with psychosis. The adjective “autistic” refers to the 

person suffering from this disorder or to the subject developing a similar 

behaviour. This term was first introduced in 1911 by psychiatrist Eugen Bleuler in 

his paper „Dementia Praecox oder Gruppe der Schizophrenien”. 

In the specialty literature, autism is defined as an “excessive closure in 

oneself, leading to detachment of reality and intensification of the inner life”
1
 

(Sillamy, 2006). Mitilea I. emphasizes that autism, in its pathological meaning, 

“represents a rare, social, communicational and behavioural disorder”
2
. Among the 

most important „symptoms of autism are the inability to establish proper 

interpersonal relations and communication issues”
3
 (Briceag, 2015). 

Since Autism Spectrum Disorders are very varied and the symptomatology 

varies from case to case, it must be taken into account that „between normal and 

pathological there is a borderline where phenomena of the deviant type may occur 

compared to the first, without expressing the essence of the second, these 

phenomena might evolve in both ways”
4
 (Gorgoș 1985); „Autism – Disorders of 

social interaction, communication and imagination, behavioural stereotypes and 

impairment of interest and functional activities which are identified before the age 

of three years”
5
 (Rață, M., Rață, G., Rață B-C., 2008). 
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We know that every child is unique and has its own set of preferences and 

the therapies used advocate how important it is to identify the things it is attracted 

to. Because motricity is indispensable to life and in its absence thinking cannot 

develop, element that defines man as rational being, we can say that physical 

exercise should be part not only of autistic rehabilitation, but of its whole life. In 

the majority of cases, the development of fine and coarse motricity is deficient.   

The autistic child has difficulties in identifying, processing and adapting to 

the environment, and the metrical development plays an important role in 

exploring the environment, in motor and social interactions. Although the term 

“exercise”  means repetition of an element or movement until learning it, physical 

exercise is not a stereotypical movement, but an instrument giving the possibility 

to permanently adapt to the always changing external and internal conditions.  

The first part of the PhD thesis, „Scientific substantiation of research” 

shows the current state of this subject in national and international specialty 

literature.  

Autistic typology is among the most varied, and each individual is unique 

and the approach is different according to each case. The success and efficiency of 

the recovery of the individual with ASD consists in identifying those means and 

methods, which together manage to facilitate the child's learning process, diminish 

the negative behaviours and manage to give him a normal and independent 

life. The intervention must be early because "the most important processes in 

young organisms are growth and development, whose stimulus - movement - is 

unanimously recognized today, under the organized and continuous action of the 

physical exercise, the processes of growth and development are positively 

influenced, favouring and accelerating - the mechanisms of adaptation and 

transformation of the main vital functions of the body”
6
 (Leon, 2010). ” Physical 

exercise, by its very nature, has a great asset, namely the social feature. It is one of 

the most important aspects of social life and the subject with autism can benefit 

from socialization through physical exercise. In this way many key needs may be 

fulfilled: harmonious development, social integration and understanding and 

adapting to the environment. 

The second part of the PhD thesis „Preliminary research in the context of 

the thesis” tried highlighting the incidence of autism spectrum disorders and the 

engagement of parents in their children’s therapy. The objectives of the 

preliminary research aimed at carrying out two studies: (1) study on the incidence 

of autism spectrum disorders in Vrancea county, a county located in the south of 

Moldova; (2) study regarding the engagement of parents in the knowledge and 
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therapy of children with autism. In carrying out these studies we relied on the 

collection of real data (age , sex, degree of disability, level of education, family 

structure, other socio-economic data of the family of origin), regarding the 

population of children with ASD, classified with a degree of disability, but also on 

the use of a survey.  

A group of approximately 264 subjects, between 0 and 18 years 

old, diagnosed and classified as disabled, from Vrancea county, but also 22 parents 

were part of the research and answered our survey. 

We considered it necessary to verify the hypotheses according to which (1) 

the number of male children diagnosed with ASD and classified as disabled is 

higher than that of female children; (2) the number of male children diagnosed 

with ASD and classified as disabled, coming from the rural area is decreasing, and 

the number of children coming from the urban area is increasing ; (3) early 

diagnosis (between 1-3 years) leads to a rapid access of the intervention 

services ; (4) parents of children with autism are involved in their knowledge and 

treatment. 

Following the completion of the preliminary research, we found a large 

number of children with ASD, classified with first degree disability in Vrancea 

county, children who need specific therapy. The survey emphasizes the parents’ 

inclination to participate together in the physical therapy sessions. The findings of 

the first preliminary research stressed the need for an experimental research aimed 

at the development and implementation of a physical therapy programme aimed at 

improving motor ability of children diagnosed with autism. 

The third part of the PhD thesis “Experimental research on the 

rehabilitation of children with autism spectrum disorders through the use of 

complex exercises such as recovery / therapeutic movement” aimed to identify 

and implement methods of psychomotor education and re-education, in the 

rehabilitation process, of children diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorders. 

The objectives of this research were: 

- designing a plan for psychomotor education and re-education of children 

with Autism Spectrum Disorders, based on the use of complex physical exercises;    

- applying the plan for the education and re-education of children with 

Autism Spectrum Disorders over a period of six months.   

In this research, we checked the following assumptions: 

- children with ASD improve their ability to react consciously to an acoustic 

or visual stimulus;   

- following an intervention with recovery / therapeutic movement, the 

psychomotricity of the autistic child is improved.   

The current research required the completion of the following tasks: 

- establishing the research purpose;   
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- establishing the group of children with ASD;   

- development of a psychomotor education plan for children with ASD;   

- choosing the tests for assessing children with ASD;   

- establishing and implementing the rehabilitation programme;   

- elaboration of the protocol of collaboration with the parents;   

- implementation of the initial and final testing;   

- centralization of the data obtained;   

- data processing and recording;   

- stressing the conclusions.   

To perform the experimental research we used the following methods: 

the method of bibliographic study, the pedagogical observation, the study and 

analysis of the records, the statistical-mathematical processing, the graphical 

method, the analysis and the interpretation of the results. 

The group of subjects was represented by 13 children (one girl and 12 boys) 

diagnosed with ASD, with ages between 5 and 14 years. The tests and 

measurements applied in the current research were applied in the gym of the 

Elementary School no. 7 from Focșani, a space rented by the commercial company 

that I manage “Terapeutic Kinetic Start” SRL. The gym has an area of 259 sqm, 

and in this gym we also perform the psychomotor recovery programme. 

Since most children with ASD do not have the capacity to be present
 7

, 

meaning that interaction with the environment is difficult , we opted for: 

the evaluation of special motricity through three tests carried out using the 

OptoJump device. 

Since there are no specially tests designed for children with ASD, the three 

tests, mostly used for testing athletic performance, were represented by: 

-  „squat jump” test, which has been adapted and turned into both feet 

obstacle jump. The height of the obstacle is 10 cm, the child stands 10-20 cm away 

from the obstacle; when jumping the child uses both arms. The device records for 

this test:  flight time, takeoff height and takeoff force; 

- „acoustic reaction” test, represented by both feet jump when hearing the 

acoustic signal. The acoustic signal is produced by the device. The child is placed 

between the two bars, in a preferred position (semiflexed), at the sound signal it 

jumps and lands in the same place. Three jumps are performed, at three signals, 

with random pause between them. From the three results, the device averages. The 

device records for this test: flight time, takeoff  height, takeoff force and average 

reaction time to the sound stimulus;   

                                           
7
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- „visual reaction” test, represented by both feet jump at visual signal. The 

visual signal is produced by the device, which first signals a red disc, and when the 

color changes to green the child jumps and lands in the same place.  The child is 

placed between the two bars, in a preferred position (semiflexed), at the sound 

signal it jumps and lands in the same place. Three jumps are performed, at three 

signals, with random pause between them. From the three results, the device 

averages. The device records for this test: flight time, takeoff  height, takeoff force 

and average reaction time to the visual stimulus 

The children selected to carry out the experimental research followed the 

plan to improve the motor behavior for 2 days consecutively in a week, for 6 

months. 

As means of improving the motor rehabilitation we chose complex physical 

exercises of the motor rehabilitation / therapeutic type designed from simple to 

complex, meaning that in the beginning these had few different ways of movement 

and the more we advanced with therapy, the more movement they had. These 

aimed first at developing the balance, delimiting the surrounding space, learning 

the jumps, improving the spatial orientation and strengthening the new skills. 

 As teaching aides, we used: cones, plastic rods, circles, gymnastic benches. 

Each child had a companion who helped him overcome the difficulties encountered 

(he was guided and supported by the attendant for each element of the course 

where it was needed). 

 The duration of a session was 50 minutes, and the group of 13 children was 

divided into two groups (one of 6 children and one of 7 children). 

 The programme has been structured over 6 months, divided into 6 stages: 

- Stage I between March 04 – 26, 2019 aimed at improving the balance; 

- Stage II between April 01 – 23, 2019, aimed at improving space 

orientation through identification of delimited areas and balance improvement; 

- Stage III between May 06 – 28, 2019, aimed at improving space 

orientation through identification of delimited areas, balance improvement and 

stepping over obstacles (preliminary stage in learning the jumps); 

- Stage IV between June 03 – 25, 2019, aimed at improving space 

orientation through identification of delimited areas, balance improvement and 

learning/consolidation of obstacle jumps; 

- Stage V between July 01 – 30, 2019, aimed at improving space orientation 

through identification of delimited areas, balance improvement and improvement 

of obstacle jumps, learning sound signal starts, consolidation of all elements learnt; 

- Stage VI between August 05 – 27, 2019, aimed at improving space 

orientation through identification of delimited areas, balance improvement and 

improvement of obstacle jumps, learning visual signal starts, consolidation of all 

elements learnt. 
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Completion of this experimental research showed that:  

- the hypothesis that children with ASD improve their ability to react 

consciously, to an acoustic or visual stimulus, has been confirmed according to the 

results of the “both feet jump to acoustic signal”  ("acoustic reaction")   and “both 

feet jump to visual signal”(" visual reaction ");   

- the hypothesis that after an intervention with rehabilitation / therapeutic 

movement exercises, the autistic child's psychomotricity is improved, has 

been confirmed according to the results of the OptoJump tests ("both feet obstacle 

jump / squat jump"; " both feet jump to acoustic signal / acoustic reaction "; " both 

feet jump to visual signal / visual reaction"). 

  Confirmation of the hypotheses of the experimental research emphasize the 

possibility of developing the psychomotricity of children with ASD and improving 

their reaction time to environmental stimuli. 

Any attempt made to improve knowledge about the world of autism is a 

topical one, which can positively affect the rehabilitation of these children. Thus, 

physical exercise becomes an essential part in the recovery of autistic children, 

because the lack of human motility is incompatible with the neurotypical 

development of the individual, and the carrying out of an experimental research 

that aimed at increasing the motor capacity is no exception. 

The use of the OptoJump device in testing and assessing the motor skills of 

children with ASD is an opportunity for specialists in the field because the tests 

and measurements performed with its help can provide real and viable results that 

may show the progress or regression of the child with ASD. 

The possibilities of using this device are unlimited and its results can lay the 

foundation for new research in the field, with positive effects in improving motor 

capacity.  

 


